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Abstract- Access control is a security process, which work as a
facilitator between every initiated resource and access request to
determine whether the system allows or deny the request. Access
control is important for preventing theft of data and resources for
ensuring that they are safe and well kept at all times. Thus in
rapidly growing IT environment, unauthorized access becomes a
form of threat. An organization or industry may possess a wealth
of critical resources, but those resources are not at all available to
each and every employee, customer or partner. Industries and
organizations must implement access control mechanism to
ensure that each user whether inside or outside of an organization
had only necessary access to the required resources. We discuss
here various architectures, policies and models for access control,
which are trying to illustrate why they are so much crucial for any
organizations. In this paper we are providing an elaborative
approach to enhance access control architecture. Also we discuss
some key aspect for designing access control architecture.

A. The access control has basically four primary
elements, i.e.:
 Identification: With the help of this we can ensure that a
subject is a same entity as it is claiming. A simplest form
of identification will be established with the employee
id, user name or account number.
 Authentication: For proper authentication of himself,
subject requires a second piece of credential and that is
simply being a token, password or pin.
 Authorization: After proper identification and
authentication of a subject, system checks into some
access control matrix to verify the right of the subject.
The process of verifying the rights of a subject is firmly
known as authorization.
 Accountable: After authorization when a user grants
access to the resources as per access control matrix it is
important to record the action performed by the subject
during access of a resource. With the help of this we can
make a subject accountable.

Keyword– MAC (Mandatory access control), DAC (Directory
access control), RBAC (Role based access control).

I. INTRODUCTION
Is an information flow between an active entity and a passive
entity. Active entity is a subject, which requests and access to
an object or data within an object, and passive entity is an
object that reside data or information inside it. So we can say
that access control is an information security feature that can
control the flow of information among a subject and an
object. That is why access control becomes very important
and a front line defense to prevent unauthorized access of the
resources or data and securing the organizational resource
and data against any unauthorized theft or tampering. Access
controls are implemented at individual users system and
different layers of a network.
Although different controls provide different functionality,
they should all work together to keep the bad guys out and
guys in, and to provide the necessary quality of protection.

Fig. 1 Primary elements of access control
B. Access control consists of three broad categories:
Each category has different access control mechanisms that
can be enforced automatically or manually.
 Administrative controls can be responsible for following
security goals and objective:
 Policy and procedures
 Personnel controls
 Supervisory structure
 Security-awareness training
 Testing
 Physical controls can be responsible for following
security goals and objective:
 Network segregation
 Perimeter security
 Computer controls
 Work area separation
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 Data backups
 Cabling
Technical controls can be responsible for following
security goals and objective:
 System Access
 Network Architecture
 Network Access
 Encryption and Protocols
 Auditing



Monitoring
Middle-Ware based Reference Monitoring:

C. There are seven major different access control
functionalities, which are as follows:
 Deterrent: Intended to discourage a potential attacker.
 Preventive: Intended to avoid an incident from
occurring.
 Corrective: Fixes components or systems after an
incident has occurred.
 Recovery: Intended to bring controls back to regular
operations.
 Detective: Helps identify an incident’s activities
 Compensating: Controls that provide for an alternative
measure of control.
 Directive: Mandatory controls that have been put in
place due to environmental requirements or regulations.
Fig.3. Middle-Ware based Reference Monitoring

II. ARCHITECTURE, POLICY & MODEL


These three broad categories work together at different
levels within their own segregations.
A.

Application based Reference Monitoring:

Security Architecture

Defines the lowest level hardware and software functions
that implement controls imposed by the organization policies
and well defined in the models. Basically there are three
architecture that are followed at the lowest level:
 Systems wide or Network wide based Reference
Monitoring:

Fig.4. Application based Reference Monitoring
B. Access Policy
Provides a well representation of the various access control
security policies and it’s functioning. Some popular access
control models are:
 DAC Policy: In Directory access control policy individual
users can set the access control to allow or deny the
individual object access request. The DAC policy heavily
relies on the object owner to allow or deny the access
control. This policy is largely implemented in operating
systems. Malicious software
running on behalf of user is a
major threat for this policy,
because an owner can easily

Fig.2. Systems wide or Network wide based Reference
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 No-write-up: A subject is permitted to a write access

change DAC policy, so any malicious program can run on
the behalf of owner that can also implement the changes in
policy. So we can say that humans are the weakest link in
the security in such type of model.
 RBAC Policy: Role based access control policy relies on
the roles that a user have within an organization and on the
rules which clearly states what accesses are allowed for an
individual user in that particular given roles.
 MAC Policy: In this system wide policy determines who
are allowed to access and who are not. In this particular
policy individual user are not allowed to set or change the
access policy. In MAC policy no concept of ownership
exists. Users are assigned the access on the basis of normal,
confidential, secret and top secret. On the basis of this
mechanism security labels are assign
to all
objects such as files, directories and devices with all its
classification information. To get an
 access for an object, subject must have to gone with the
security clearance.

over an object if and only if the access class of the
object is dominated by the access class of the subject.

C. Access Control Model
Defines the highest level of rules and regulation in order to
which, access control must be imposed within an
organization. Some popular access control models are such
as:
 Bell-LaPadula Model: Bell and LaPadula propose this
model in 1986. It is a multi-level model used for
enforcing access control mechanism in government and
military applications. This model only provides data
confidentiality. The following two principles are the
basics of this model:
 No-read-up: A subject is permitted to a read access
over an object if and only if the access class of the
object is dominated by the access class of the subject.
 No-write-down: A subject is permitted to a write
access over an object if and only if the access class of
the subject is dominated the access class of the object.

Fig.6. Biba Integrity Model


Chinese Wall Model (Brewer and Nash): This model
was proposed by David F.C. Brewer and Michael J.
Nashin 1989. It is designed to provide control
mechanism that mitigates conflict of interest in
commercial organizations. Brewer and Nash refer to
both confidentiality and integrity equally. The
environment of an investment house or stock exchange is
the best environment for this model.

Fig.7. An example of Object organization
Three major concepts, which have been discussed above,
provide conceptual partition between different levels of
abstraction in the access control design.
III. SUGGESTED APPROACH
On the basis of above discussed architectures, policies and
models which will be implemented by various organization
for access control and secure interaction of a system, we are
proposing here 7-tier architecture for access control when
any user want to access restricted resources of the
organization. Also we are suggesting here some important
key, which must be taken into account before designing or
implementing any access control mechanism.

Fig.5. Bell-La-Padula Model


Biba Integrity Model: Kenneth J. Bibaproposes this
model in 1977. It is a multi-level model used for
enforcing data integrity. It is in contrast to the Bell-La
Padula model, which emphases only on data
confidentiality. The following two principles are the
basics of this model:
 No-read-down: A subject is permitted to a read
access over an object if and only if the access class of
the subject is dominated by the access class of the
object.

A. The 7-tier proposed architecture is:
 Delegation and Identity Provisioning
 Centralize Authentication
Process
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Enforcement of Authorization Policy
Authorization Process
Action Performed & Log Created
Auditing for Accountability
Maintainability

different level of abstraction for secure access control model,
and define how it will provide secure interaction with the
system. In next step we examine that whether the proposed
model is sufficient enough to enforce all the security policy
requirements or not. We should also clearly define the rule
and regulation for secure execution of operation within
proposed model.

Fig.9. Key Aspect of Designing Access Control Model
In further step (validation of consistency) of design access
control model we have to exhibit that the proposed model can
be used with any system, which obeys the defined rules of
operations and also satisfies the access control model
definition of security. Periodic auditing should be performed
to evaluate the effectiveness of the model and identified if
any security threats or loopholes exist into the implemented
access control model. The last but very important key aspect
is continual improvement of the model based on audit and
testing suggestion and properly maintains the model for
keeping it agile in changing and growing environment.
V. CONCLUSION
Our proposed 7-tierarchitectural models facilitate
qualitative and quantitative access control security and other
dependable attributes. Validation can be conducted at
multiple level and provide diverse planes of conformity. The
overall objective of a secure access control system implies
that security clearances are given conservatively (as opposed
to generously). With role based access policy we also
implement the same in our recommended architecture. We
also discussed some important key aspect of access control
designing in this paper. Also this paper throw some light on
the various mechanism used in secure access control. Till
now due to time constraints we are not able to evaluate the
correctness and effectiveness of proposed model but in future
we must implement this model and evaluate the result and
performance on the basis of its result calculations.

Fig.8. 7-tier of proposed architecture
IV. KEY ASPECT OF DESIGNING ACCESS
CONTROL MODEL
There are some key aspect, which an organization must
focus before designing and implementing the access control
model with in an organization. First of all we have to identify
the scope i.e. need and purpose of the access control model
with in an organization. Then we have to understand the
security requirements for access control and according to the
need of our organization access control security requirement
chose access control policies (such as DAC, MAC, RBAC)
for proposed model. In the adequacy check we can set
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